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Two new officers have joined the ranks of the West Lafayette Police Department. The Exponent sat down with each of them to ask about their experiences and expectations going forward.

Chloe Martin

Martin, 19, is a recent graduate of Indiana University who received her Bachelor of Arts degree in May. While she is new to the department, she has a background in military enforcement. She moved to West Lafayette from Florida after graduating from high school and was accepted into the Purdue Police Academy this month, according to a WLPD press release. "I'm just excited to get everything down and have it all learned and get started," Martin said.

Chloe Martin

Walks enforcement officers used to chalk tires to mark when they've passed through an area. Now, their vehicles have license plate recognition technology.

"There's also an appeal process for parking tickets and Walker said he looks at almost every tickets and Walker said he looks at almost every

training stuff," Martin said. "I'm studying now and police...

As bump’s new location at 616 W. Stadium Ave. by Boiler Gold Rush, often letting cars stay for a bit longer when students may be moving into rental complexes fare before OK-ing
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Oscar Licena and Chloe Martin begin training in the Field Training Program this month.
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The College of Engineering would like to congratulate the following faculty and learners for their outstanding dedication and teaching Bollerman Engineers!

Asem Abolshahem, BME

Mohammad Reza, BME, EPICS

Carl Mattas, BME, EPICS

Charles Rabb, BME

Sally Baze, AAE

Mark Bell, BSE

Gerhard Blaas, AEE

Ernest Blanchley, CE/CEE

Alexandra Bollantes, CE

Mirella Boutin, BSE

Mark Bowen, BSE

Pamela Brown, EPICS

Adrian Boguska Topale, ME

Hua Cui, IE

Hubo Cui, UC/CEM

Mukhtar Makhmali, CE/ME

Jenner Chang, ME

Zhongchen Cao, BSE

Keith Chercherou, AEE

Ivan Chetov, MEE

William Clark, AEE

Robert Connor, CE

William Crosby, AEE

Liu Jie, IE

Yueyang Li, ME

James Long.ArrayList, ME

Amy Marconnet, ME

Clark Martins, HONORS

David McNaughton, ME

Brooke McDaniel, ME

Cam Mankin, BSE

Sarah McDuffie, BSE

Tania Moore, CEE

Morgan Murphy, ME

Saman Nabi, MEE

Ishaan Namjoshi, EMME

Trenton Nelson, BSE

Lust, PMM

David Spencer, AEE

Carly Wills, BSE

Matthew Struck, EPICS

Scott Schobert, EPICS

Shreyas Sundaram, EPICS

Jordan Sutherland, BSE

Sanjaya Rao, ECE

Amy Reiman, BSE

Wolfgang Rhienscheit, ME

Jeff Blanda, MEE

Joseph Rupoli, BME

Timothy Rogers, ECI

Juliana Rupoli, ECI

Kenneth Sundberg, ME

Maria Catarina Santagata, CE

Dowdall Sarma, ME

Samartha Sen, ECE

Jeffrey Shoff, ME

Joseph Steinfeld, CE

Carron Shlussberg, AEE

Lisa Solomon, BME

John Steiman, ECE

Kevin Willemsen, EPICS

Arthur Zavitz, BSE

Michael Zhao, BSE

Tyrone Tallman, AAE

Mithuna Thottathil, BSE

Michael Titus, ME

Michalita Verma, ECI

Athanatias Tzamplakos, ME

Pannej Upadhyay, ECI

Vinoth Weerasinghe, ECI

Theresa Wink, BSE
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Oscar Licena
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